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§ 1. Introiluction

l. Let () denote the extended complex plane (or the Riemann sphere),

and let C be the unit circle and D be the open unit disk.
A sequence ,4. of distinct Jordan curves J1, Jz, ..., Jo, ,.. in D

will be called an annulation if
I) J" lies in the interior of J,*, (n: L,2,3, ...)

and
2) given any e ) 0 , there exists an no: no@) such that 'n :> no

implies that, J, Iies in the region I -- e ( lzl < L .

If, furthermore,
3) every ..I, is a circle with the origin as center, then the sequence .4

"will be called a strict annulatiorL-

Suppose that the function /(z) is meromorphic in D . Then we define
the sets O(f) and @"(f) as follows: The point c € fJ belongs to @(f) ,

resp. @"(/) , provided that, for some annulation, resp' strict annulation,
11 : {J"\, given ary e } 0, there exists a,n no:no@) such that % } no

irnplies that, for every ze J^, we have \f@ - cl 1e or ltlf(z)l < e

according as c is finite or the point at infinity. Under these conditions rve

say that the function f tenil,s to the ualue c on the annulation A .

2. An immediate consequence of the foregoing definition is that @'(f)
g@ff). L § 6 weshallgiveanexampleof afunction / forwhich @'(f) +
@(f); in fact, we shall show that O' and @ can be prescribed arbitrarily
except' for the natural restrictions that they be closed sets and Lhat O" E O 

"

The main Erestion that arises at, once, however, is: What kind of point
setsare @" and O? It isagainobviousthat @" and @ are closed sets'

\Ve are going to establish the following characterization:
Theorem 7. Let n be an arbi,trary closed subset of Q . Then there erists

a function f (z), ruerom,orphic in D, such thot @'(f):@(.f): F .

Moreoaer, if F i,s nat enr,pty, and, A 'i,s a gi,uen unnu'lution' then there

eri'sts an f such that @(f) : 7 anrl euery oalue c € F is ctpproachecl by f
on a subannul,cr,tiort of A .
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§ 2. Relations between R(f) anil @(f)

3. It is well known that although a function f(z) that is holomorphic
in D cannot tend uniformly to infinity as z approaches C, nevertheless
there exist holomorphic function,g f(z) in D for which {*}: @"(f):
@(/) (see, e.g., lll).Foranyholomorphicfunction ,f , rrehave co eRff),
where, as is customary, R(f ) stands for the range of values of f in D
[5, p. 48].

I{ow suppose that /(z) is meromorphic in D and that rB(/) omits at
least three values of Q . Then (see 14, p. 97, Theorem 6l or [5, pp. 52-53])
@(/) is entptSr if. f(z) is not identically constant.

If R(f) omits just two values of Q , then (see 14, p. ll2, Theorem 9,

(ii)l or [5, pp. 50-51, Theorem I, (ii)]) /(z) possesses at least two asyntpto-
tic values, and hence @(/) is empty.

If the complement of -B(/) consists of the sole value c e g , then
either, as in the preceding case, @(/) is empty, or c is an asymptotic value
of f , so that if @(f ) is not empty, then @(f ) : {"} . n'or example. let

I
h(z): cos 1_z,andset/(z) equalLo h(z), tlh(z), (tlh(z)) *b accord-

ing as c isequal to co, O, b, where beQ-{0,*}. Then /(z) is
meromorphic in D , R(f ) omits the sole value c , arrd @(f ) is empty.
On the other hand, let, h(z) be the function described as an infinite product
irr [2, p. 79], and then define f(z) as in the preceding sentence. The function

/(z) is meromorphic in D , R(f ) omits the sole value c (cf. [5, p. 75, Re-
nrark, (v)l) , and @'(/) : @(f): {cl .

The reason for making a distinction betrveerr @"(/) and @(/) is that.
although it may be known for a specific / that c e9(f), it urav bebvno
me&ns an easy matter to determine whether ceo'ff) - and a strict an-
nulation is, after all, the neatest.

§ 3. The skeleton § antl the conlinuous function g(z) on S

4. To prove the theorem formulated in § 1. r-e shall assume that the
given closed subset I of Q is not empt5r, because if -E is emptv. the
assertion of the theorem is obviously true.

Let the annulation A : tJ") be given. We shall shorv that there exists
a meromorphic function f(z) in D such that @(f): -F and every r-alue

c € .E' is approached by / on a subannulation of :4 ; this rrill prove the
second part of the theorem. If we then take -4 to be a strict annulation,
rve obtain the first part of the theorem.
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5. To aceonplish this, we first define a point set § in D , where
@

S : U J^. Let aoo and a,, be distinct points in the interior of Jr,

urd t;I: Bs, Br to be mutually exclusive Jordan arcs rvith initial points
doo resp. aLo , and terminal points t resp. - 1; rve regard the initial
points, but not the terminal points, as belonging to these arcs. w'e further
require Bo and B, to lie in D , and each of them to intersect every "I"
in precisely one point, a'n resp. aro, so that

'BoO J,: {ao,} , Brl J. : {at.} (n: 1,2,3, . - .) .

We put

sr BrU81U( J")

anrl call § the skel,eton.

6. Our next step is to define a certain continuous function g(z) on § '
Whereas the definition of the skeleton depended on the given annulation
A , the definition of g(z) depends on the given (nonempty) closed set -E' .

Suppose that X contains oo &s an isolated point. Then there exists

a finite point e e P . The image of 7 under the transformaLiort z' :
I

)C is a set l' that does not contain m . If we can prove that there

exists a meromorphic function h(z) in D such that @(h): ,E'' and every

value in -F' is approached by ä on a subannulation of A , t'herl the func-
I

tion f (") := --1- f is merornorphic in l)
h(") >

.F is approached by / on a subannulation of A . We may therefore as-

sume, in what follor,vs, that .F does not contain oo as an isolated point.

7. Let

@

U
n:L

O(f) : F , and every value in

ct, cz' tr
I vfl)

be an infinite sequence of finite complex numbers in -E with the property
that {c,} is everywhere dense in ]7 in the sense that every isolated point
of -F' occurs infinitely often as a term of the sequence.

We put

. . .) .

, 1 ) be the subarc of B;
end points.

(r) g(z):cn {ze J*; n-L,2,3,

I'or every natural nlrmber n , let Aj^ (i : 0

extendirg from flj, n-l to a,in t includirg the two
We set

g(z):c1 @€AorUArr)
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g(z) : cn @e AonU Ar.*)

But if cn * cn_t, we take the circle whose diameter is the rectilinear seg-
ment joining co arrd co_r, and denote one of the semicircular arcs of
this circle extending from co_, Lo cn, including the end points, by Ah,
and the other one, also extending from cn_, to co , by -4fl . We now
define g(z) on Ai^(j :0 , I) to be a homeomorphism of Ai^ orfio Afi
such that g(a1,,_r) : cn_t and g(ai) : c^.

This completes the definition of g(z) on S ; g(z) is ob.i,iously & con-
t'inuous function on §.

§ 4. The relation between S@) and f(z)

8. For every natural number z , choose a point bi"(j :0 , l) on
B; between ay and ai,nqt t and let Bio be the subarc of .B; that ex-
tends from bi, n-r to ä;, , including the end points, where v,e set ö;o :
ar.o. Then put

(2)

(3)

(4)

§r- BonUBrrUJ*

We propose to demonstrate in § 5
ti on f (") in D , \\,ith no poles on the

the existence of a meromorphic func-
skeletoil, such that

lim mAx if(r) - g(z)i - 0
n-+@ a e S,

9. Suppose for a moment that this has already been accomplished. We
wish to show how the conclusion of our theorent follou-s.

We first prove that I E@(f). LeL ce F . Then there exists an in-
finite subsequence {c"n} of c, such that lim c,* : c . Let e } 0 be given.

If c is finite, then there exists a 4: ktk) such that, for every k , kr.,

(5)

According to (1), for every

lcn,, -

z e J,h we have

(6)

It

(i)

g(z) - 6nh.

follows from (5) and (6) that, for every k ) k, ,

t
@eJ"n)
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By (3) and (4) there exists a kr: /rr(e) such that, for every å ), k, ,

(8) ll@) - s@l < :2 @e J^r).

No'w for every k > max (k, , kr), (8) and (7) yield

(e) lf@ - cl <e @e J"n) '

This impiies that /(z) tends to c along the subannulation {"I"n} of

In case c: @, replace inequalities (5), (7), (8), (9) by lc"*\ )

2 | Irl
ls@l >: , lf @) - s(z)1 <; , 

\.f @\ I . ''

A.
2

,
c

r0. It remains to be proved that off) e7] . This is accomplished by

sholring that if cQ.X then ce@$).
rf c is finite, it is a positive distance d from the nonempty closed set

? . Suppose that ce @af). Then there exists an annulation A*: {J:)
d\/ 2

onwhich /(z) tendsto c. Take t: ;1L-ry +. According to (4), (3), and

(1), there exists aL no such that, for every ?L ) %o,

|f@-s(z)l <e (z€§,),(10)

(II)

(12)

and hence, in particular,

lf(*)-c,,1 <e @e J,).

Let d be the positive distance between J,o*, and C' By 2) in the de-

finition of annulation, there exists an ziz, such rhat Jl lies in the region

I - ö < lzl < I for every vn > mL. There also exists at)' nlz such that'

for ever5, nL ) rtlz t

lf mo:max (mr,mr), then mlmo irnplies thaf Jl intersects no

J, wiLh 7L > no, for otherwise it would follow from (Il) and (I2) that

zt/ z
lc - c^1 q fl, 1,-L < d, , contrad.icting the definition of tJ . Therefore

z\/ 2+ +

there exists an fl,r ) zi,, such thal J ", is in the interior of Jf; and Jf
is in the interior of ,I,,*, . Consequentl5' J[ intersects Ao,^,+tin at leasf'

one (interior) point lo and Ar,n,-yt in at least one point t1 ' I'et'

(j : o , I)sQ) - tr
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II. Suppose first that co,+ cn+r. It then follows from the definition
of g(z) that

(13) tf e A!,,+r (r: o , r) .

In view of (3) and (10) for % : tuL, nt I I , rve have

(14) ff@-r,tl <, u:0,1) .

X'rom (12), for z : tiU : 0, l), and (14), we obtain

(r5) ltl-cl<2e (j:0,L),
and henee

(tG) lrff - ,f 't < 4 u: a Lg-o

Now

(I7) ltf -c",lld,-2e ("r:0,1) ,

because otherwise, in view of (15), u,e should have lc - c,,l l rJ , contrary
to the definition of d, . Likewise we must have

(18) ltf-c,,+tl>d,-2e U:0,1).
Because of (17), (18), antl (13), )co,- co,+tl > @ - 2e) t/i and

(1e) l'r - ,r I > @,- 2 r) t/i .

According to (16) and (19),

(d,-2d\/r.d -4Y,'zt/z++'

which implies that e , -42-, contrary to our choice of e . IIence, if2\/2+4'
cn,* cn,1-t, then c e@ff) .

12. Suppose next that co1: cn1ar. It then follows from (2) that

tf :c*,+, (r:0,1) ,

and from (3) and (10) that

(20) lf@ - co,+rl ( " (j: 0, 1) .

On the other hand, (12) implies that

(21) )f(t) - cl I e (j: 0, 1) .
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From (20) and (2I) we infer that lc - co,+Ll < 2, < il , contradicting the

definition of d, , and hence c e@ff) .

This disposes of the case that, c is finite.

13. Now suppose t'hat c: oo. Then -F' is a bounded set. It follows
from this and the way in which g(z) was defined, Lhat g(z) is a bounded

function on § , and (a) nor,'implies lhat c e@$) .

§ 5. The construction ot l@)

14. To complete the proof of the theorem all, that, remains is the demon-

stration of the existence of a function l@), meromorphic in D , satisfying
(a). This is accomplished by means of approximation and interpolation by
rational functions. We use a modification of a method devised in [3].

Let Ko be a Jordan ourrre in the interior of J, having no point in
eommon with Bo, U Br, . For every natural number n' , let K" be a
Jordan curve containing J, in its interior and contained in the interior
of Jn*r, such that

K* n Ao, n*r: tö0,) ,

Denote by D, (n:0,1,2,...) the set of all pointslyingeitheron
Kn or in the interior of K,, and Put

(22) Eo: D, U §,+r .

15. We now define, by induction on n
a rational function r "(z) .

Let

a function V"@) on E, and

f o, zeDo;
9o\z): 

Is(r) , z€s,.
The function qo@) is evidently continuous on Eo and holomorphic at all
interior points of Eo. Because of the nature of Er, there exists (cf. [6,
pp. 260-261, 3I3]) a rational function ro(a) rvith no poles on Do U S,
such that

lro@) vo@)i < I QeEo)
and

ro@1): t(b) U: 0, 1).

Now suppose that n>0 andthatrationalfunctions ro(z), rr(z),...,
r^-r(z) have been determined so that ro@) * rt@) I . . . + r^-t(z) has

no poles on § and
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16. Set

l@):2"@) '

Suppose Lhat z e D^ . Itfollows *"r, ,r-, and (26) that

1

(27) ir*+n@)l<*+ (k:0,1,2,...).

Since r,*r(a) (k: O,l ,2, . ..) is holomorphic on Dn, (27) implies that
@

I r,+r"(z) is holomorphic in the interior of D^, and hence f(z) is
[:0
meromorphic in the interior of D,. Every point of D , horvever, is in the
interior of D^ for some value of n ; this is so because of.2) in the definition
of annulation, and because of the 'r4,ay ir1 rvhich 1(, rvas defined. Hence,

/(z) is meromorphic in D.

(23) r*-1(bi) : g(bil - lro(bn) + rl(bj") + . . . I r,-2(b1)) U : 0, 1),

where the expression in brackets is missing in case n : 7 .

Let

(24) [0, zeD*;

(zb) q"(z) : 
lgtrl - [ro(r) + rr(z) *. . . + r,-,(z)f, z€§,i1 .

It follows from (23), (24), and (25) that q"(z) is continuous on Eo and

holomorphic at all interior points of 8,. As before, there exists a rational
function r"(z) wilh no poles on Do U §, such that

(26) ir^(z) - EÅ41 .*, @ e E) ,

and

r^(bi,^a) : g(bi,,ar)- lro(Ö;,,1r) + rr(bj,,+r) * . . .+ r,-t(bj,"+r)] U : 0, 1) .

This completes the induction.

(28) ir "-r(z)

Accordirrg to (25),

(2s) Vn-t@) - g(z) frr(z) + r'(z) +
Combining (28) and (29), s.e obtain

Then bv (26) ancl (22), \\'e have

1

V,,-L (=) , < ,nr '

* rn-z@))
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(30) lro@)*rr(z) +...+ rn_rQ)-g(z)i <

I{ou, (30), (27), and the definition of f(r) yield

if (r) - s(z)l

§ 6. A tunction /(z) with prescribed @"(/) and @(f)

18. As we remarked in § 1, for every function f @) fhat, is meromorphic
in D, @'(f) and @(f) are closed subsetsof .0 such Lhaf @"ff)E@(f).
we are going to show that, @" and @ are subject to no further restriction.q.
Specificall5,, we shall prove the following:

Theorem 2. Let n and, Eo be closed, subsets of g such that Xo E E .

Then there erists a function f(z), rneromorphic in D, such that @"(f) : Fn
and, @(f ): I .

19. If ?o: X , then Theorem 2 reduces to the first, part of Theorem I.
We shall therefore assume lhab XocI .

As in § 2.6, we may assume thab I does not contain co as an isolated
point.

If -E contains oo , but not as an isolated point, whereas .F,o contains
.o as an isolated point, we can reduce this case to the case that neither I
nor 7o contains oo as &n isolated point by taking a finite point e e?o
such that ( is not an isolated point of -F, and proceeding as in § 2.6.

I
z"=t

20. }Iie
annulation

I,et

and

Put

define an annulation A and, in case

Ao , as follo\Ys.

lim an- 1.

F a is rlot ernlJtv" a sub-

^ an_L + crru

.)
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ff .Fo is not empty, we take Jr*-, (n : | ,2 ,3 , . ..) to be the circle
with center at the origin and radius §rn-, , and J2* (n.: L ,2 ,3 , . . .)

- n i 3 ni

to be the ellipse whose major axis extends from d2oa 4 
'uo arne 4 and

ti Sni

whose minor axis extends from &zn-t a n to arn-1e n We then set

A: {J"}, Ao: {Jr,-l} (n: L,2,3, ...).
In case -Eo is empty, w-e set

A:{Jr^} (n: L,2, 3, ...).

21. Our next step is the definition of a skeleton B .

ao
Let §r: i, and denote by Bo resp. BL the rectilinear segrnent

extending from Bo resp. - po to I resp. -I; the initial point is included,
the terminal point not.

We take ?0,r"-, resp. 7r,r,-, (n: L,?,3, ...) to_ be the closed
frL tal frl

rectilinear segment extending from pr.-, e n resp. §zn-re 
a to pr^-rea

5ni

resp. B2n-2 "T ; *-" similarly define ?0,r. resp. T',,rn (n: L,2,3, . . .)
3ni -ti 3ri -.zi

to extend from pr^rT *".p. lr^eT to 0r*-,. rTr"up. lr,-reT
If .F'o is not empty, put

(r- 
m o o

,J : Bo u 81 u jg r") , lg r,") , ly,r,", 
.

In case .F,o is empty, set

a- 
@ o 6

o : Bo U,B1 U (U Jr") U (U 70") U (U 7,") .

n:I n:l

22. We norv show how to define a continuous function g(z) on §.
In case -Fo is not empty, we take

CL, Cg, C5, C2n-t ,

to be an infinite sequence of finite complex numbers in -F'o such that {cr,-r}
is everywhere dense i, .Fo , and u,e let

Cz , CL, C6, C2o ,

be a similar sequence in .F - Xo l}rat is everywhere dense in .E - 76.
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If ?a is empty, w'e consider merely a sequerlce

Cz, CL, C6, ...) C2rr, ..r

here dense in F .

by, ,*qot,

z e Jrn_, U Tr,rn_,, U Tr,2*_L u T o,rnu Tr, rn i

zeJrn;
(n- 112r3, ...).

in E that is ev
If Fo is not

I crn

eryw
emp

-I 
I

)

But if F o is empty, put
@

zeUTo^i
n:1

@

ze U Tmi
n:L

azn, ze Jrn (tt:1,2,3, .

On the segrnents of Bo and B t lvhere g(z) has not
we define g(z) by means of homeomorphisms like those
and thus obtain a continuous function g(z) on ,S .

0,

1,

..).
yet been defined,

described in § 2.7 ,

23. Nov' it is not difficult to see that a function /(z) , meromorphic
in D , can be constructed after the pattern of § 5 so that

(81) l,i ,,.t?: ",*,,fr") - 
s@)r : o .

:€s

If JIo is empty, then clearly O(f):7. Furthermore, @"(f) is empty,
because every circle Q in D with the origin as center and a sufficiently
large radius, intersects boLh To. and Tr* for a suitable n . By the de-
finition of g(z) on Ti", it follorvs from (31) that every Q sufficiently
neat C contains a point at which f (z) is'l,ery close to zero as well as a
point at which /(z) is very close to one, and hence f (z) can:not tend to a
Iimit on any sequence of such circles Q tending to C .

If Xo is not empty, it is again clear that @(f ) : n , and that every
value c € 7, is approached by / on the annulation ,40 . The way in which
g(z) was defined on Ti, in this case evidently guarantees that no value
in the complement of Io can be approached by / on a sequence of circles
0 with the origin as center and tending to C , and hence @"(l) : Io.

24. Remark We have also succeeded in characterizing the rvell-known
sets @(/ ,eie) and A,ff) tor afunction /(z) meromorphicin D. Ourresults
in this direction will appear elsewhere (Math. Z. 80 (1962), 230-238).
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